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The Latino Heritage Celebration

Scores of families attended the Latino Heritage Celebration Saturday, Nov. 6, hosted
by the Latino Parent Group (LPG). Students from elementary to high school created
90 altars for Día de los Muertos or Day of the Dead remembering family and friends
and others. After the altar judging, families spread out blankets and chairs on the campus green to enjoy the movie, The Book of Life, Mexican hot chocolate, popcorn, pan
de muertos and churros.
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The winners in the altar judging were:
Elementary: first place - Karys Quarles
second place - Oscar Ashe
Junior High: first place - Alan Diaz-Gamez
second place - Hattie Gegax
High School: first Place - Mae Castro
second place - Raffaella Merino

Junior High Community Reads Conclude with Zooms with Book Authors
This past summer the entire junior
high participated in a community reading program. After school started the
junior high met (via Zoom) the authors
of two books that they read. The two
books were Wink by Rob Harrell and
Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky
by Kwame Mbalia. Wink is a novel, described on the cover as “surviving middle
school with one eye open” is based on
the Harrell’s own life. The author is also
a popular comic strip designer. Tristan
Strong is part of a series which highlights
stories from African-American folktales.
Students had the choice of reading
either one of the books or both books and
many decided to read both. Each student
then had an assignment to complete, after
reading the book(s) that was turned in
to their homebase teachers either during
orientation or the first day of class.

Camille McIlvoy, in John and Leslie’s class, said she really enjoyed Wink
and had even more respect for the author
after the Zoom meeting. “I asked the
author if sharing his real life experiences
made him have a new perspective on the
world or just things in general, and how
much of the book was from his real life,”
she said. She also liked the fact that the
book featured small drawings. She said
that the book showed her how middle
school can be different for everyone and
how you can find joy in the hardest of
times.
Rachel Morrison, in Tom and Kendall’s class, said she thought the Tristan
Strong book was really interesting, especially since it featured fables and characters from African folk tales. “I loved
the author Zoom with Kwame Mbalia
because of his sense of humor and dis-

tinct personality….I learned more about
the historical significance of Tristan
Strong…and found out about things I
missed while reading the book,” she said.
The two books that the students read
were chosen by a committee of teachers
and junior high and high school librarian Anna Watkins. Junior high teacher
Tony Helms was integral in bringing the
idea of a summer community read to the
junior high about 10 years ago, said acting junior high assistant principal Eddy
Hernandez. Tony and fellow junior high
teachers Jennifer Swift, Lou Casillas,
and Sandy Jordan, then junior high assistant principal, and Anna collectively
picked the books for 2021. Anna set up
both of the author Zoom meetings and
all of the students, in each of their classrooms, attended both Zoom meetings.

COMMUNITY
Paideia Backyard Birds
Milestone
Paideia community members reached a
milestone recently with their 200th North
American bird species photographed and
featured on our daily Backyard Bird posting which now reaches 156 individuals.
All told, bird club advisor Tom Painting
has received over 1,000 photographs taken by Paideia birding enthusiasts on campus, in their yards and on their travels.
Anyone interested in receiving the daily
posting, please let Tom know by contacting him at painting.tom@paideiaschool.
org. Send your backyard bird photos to
the same address and be in the running for
bird of the day.

LASSO Explores
Nationalities in
Paideia Latino
Community
As part of Hispanic Heritage Month
(mid-September through mid-October),
LASSO reaches out to our community
members and creates an annual “Who We
Are” nationalities database update/flag
display. For the 2021-2022 school year,
which happens to be the 20th anniversary
of the 2001 founding of the Latino Parent Group (LPG), Paideia’s 101 Latino
students and 12 Latino faculty represent
20 Latino/Hispanic countries of origin, the
most diverse assembly of Latino nationalities to date. The included flags graphic,
created by our own LPG alumni parent Shondra Thomas, was displayed throughout the
campus during the month of October and captures the cultural, historical, and geographic
diversity of our Pi Latino Community.

High School Outdoor Club Enjoys a Hike up
Stone Mountain

Red shouldered hawk – Jennifer Cox

On September 24, the high school Outdoor Club held its first outing of the school
year. Nine students, accompanied by faculty advisor Mark Alexander, hiked up Stone
Mountain to watch a beautiful sunset over the Atlanta skyline. A clear blue sky and a brisk
breeze allowed for distinct views of the North Georgia mountains in the distance. It was a
great way to usher in the fall season!
– Mark Alexander, High School Outdoor Club faculty advisor
Male Mallard - Madeleine Moon-Chun

Pictured (L to R): Liz Calabria, Sabrina Belkin, Jack Geryol, Alex Marzano, Margot Duncan, Cate Taylor,
Brooks Howard, Miles Kirsh, Will Gillett
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COMMUNITY
Cross Country Senior Night
Senior players on the varsity cross country team were honored
at Senior Night before an enthusiastic crowd. The seniors honored
were Aaliya Cassoobhoy, Raina Chaudhry, Katya Haspel,
Colin Kennedy, Luna McCauley, Tyler Murdoch, and Khari
Payne.

Girls’ and Boys’ Cross Country
Teams Third in State
Both the varsity boys’ and girls’ cross country teams placed
third at the GHSA 2021 1A Private State Cross Country Championships on Nov. 6 in the best overall combined finish for Paideia
cross country ever. Luna McCauley earned All-State recognition
by placing in the top 10 of her race.
The boys’ varsity team included Zac Hilimire, Krish Leveille,
Cole Harper, Marco DeStefano, Colin Kennedy, Raja Hofmeister, and Owen Tobias. On the girls’ varsity team were Luna
McCauley, Megan Walter, McKinley Hales, Raina Chaudhry,
Lucy Rotenberg, Sisi Elkinson, and Ailsa Viens.

Volleyball Senior Night
Senior players on the varsity volleyball team were honored at
Senior Night before an enthusiastic crowd. The seniors honored
were Cameron Bjonness, Luiza Calaca, Ella Grace Dunn, Kendall Kamerschen, Taylor Powell (manager), Madeleine Ragunas, Isabel Seward and Julia Victor.

High School’s
UNICEF Club
Raises Almost
$1,000

The high school’s UNICEF club, co-chaired by Asha Ahn and Ava Arepally and McHenry Brewer raised almost $1,000 for relief for Afghan women and children by selling Halloween Candy Grams.
All profits from the effort were to go directly to UNICEF, which is a United Nations agency founded
in 1946 responsible for providing humanitarian aid to children worldwide.
The club based the month-long campaign on a popular UNICEF event called Trick or Treat for UNICEF. They made the bags and distributed them to high school students right before Halloween. Parents
were some of the customers who bought $5 “BOO Grams” for their children.
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HIGH SCHOOL

National Merit Program and College Board Honor Paideia Students
Twenty-four Paideia seniors were recognized by the National Merit Scholarship
program. Nine students were semifinalists.
They are Garrett Brand, Jack Geryol,
Andrew Guthrie, Amit Kamma, Rohan
Leveille, Charlie Maxon, Khari Payne,

Wesley Stone and Sean Zheng. Fifteen
students were commended. They are
Isabel Carr, Ethan Castellino, Aiden
Danzig, Alix Draper, Ajanta Farrell,
Reese Harward, Katya Haspel, Macsen
Higgins, Sophie Lyman, Luna McCau-

ley, William Moore, Madeleine Ragunas, Catherine Scales, Julia Victor and
Rainey Wise.
Junior Madelynn Huff was selected
for the College Board National African
American Recognition Program.
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HIGH SCHOOL

Student Achievements

Madeleine Ragunas

Two Paideia juniors Athena Assikis and Kaiya Ciho
were among the 40 students chosen from around the
state to attend the Georgia State Bar’s High School Law
Academy.
Students in the four-day program will study law and
trial strategy, meet with select lawyers and judges, and
take the Law Academy Bar Exam. This is the third
straight year Paideia will have two students (the maximum per school) attending the program.

Junior Athena Assikis was awarded the Most Outstanding Female Performer Award at the Georgia Bar’s
Mock Trial Law Academy, a highly selective program
for the best Mock Trial students throughout Georgia.
She is the first Paideia student ever to win this award.
Catherine Scales

Senior Luiza Calaca was named to
the Region 2A All-Tournament volleyball
team for the 2021 season.

Paideia’s varsity Academic Bowl team won the Small
School division in the Georgia Academic Team Association fall tournament. The team members are Rohan
Leveille, Rohan Chanani, Amit Kamma, Miles Kirsh,
Sophie Lyman, and Sean Zheng.
Paideia’s junior varsity academic bowl team placed
second in their division at the Georgia Academic Team
Association fall tournament. Team members are Michael London, Vivi Belkin, Brendan Brown, Quinn
Dyer, Thomas Grant, and Daniel Sommerfeld.

Wesley Stone

Julia Victor

Three Paideia high school robotics teams competed In
a VEX Robotics tournament and two teams advanced to
the semifinal and finals rounds. The team of Brendan
Brown, Nicholas Fuenzalida, Quinn Dyer, and Felix Graves earned a second place ranking in the qualification rounds and made it to the finals. The team of
Kenan Orlovic, Alex Crowley, and Rohan Chanani
made it to the semifinals.

Senior Amari Carpenter was awarded
the Bronze President’s Volunteer Service
Award for over 100 hours of community
service at the Atlanta National Center for
Civil and Human Rights.

ALUMNI NEWS
Paideia Alum Paideia@50 Campaign Match

Sean Zheng

Big news for financial aid at Paideia! As part of the Paideia@50 campaign, The Education Opportunity
Fund was designed by an anonymous donor wishing to challenge the alumni community to support families with the highest financial aid need. The donor established the fund with an initial gift of $50,000 and
we are officially in the third round! The donor will continue to match alumni gifts to the Education Opportunity Fund in $50,000 increments toward an overall goal of $350,000. A HUGE thank you to those alumni
who have already supported this initiative in addition to the Alumni Fund. This challenge is only open to
alumni, so help us reach the final round of $50,000 today! Please visit www.paideia50.org or contact
burbank.sadie@paideiaschool.org for more information.
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Why I Teach
Family matters made Magnus Edlund turn
down Paul Bianchi’s first request to give a
“Why I Teach” speech at the annual faculty-staff retreat before the start of school.
Several years later, when a second request
came, he welcomed a second chance to address the topic of why he teaches.

So why am I teaching? I had to take
time to contemplate this question, putting
aside the open browsers, pinging phones,
interrupting children and household
chores. Life didn’t bring me to Paideia on
a straight path.
When I look back at that path, however,
there’s one concept in action that has and
continues to propel me forward. From
the difficulties of my youth through the
challenges we face today as a school and
a society rebuilding itself after loss and
trauma. It’s a simple idea, really. In fact, I
often tell my students and their caregivers,
too, that we as educators are in the business of “infinite second chances.”
I got my second chance to stand here
before you today, and I have received
many second chances throughout my life
that have formed my willingness and fearlessness of failing. For both students and
teachers, failing something is only truly
a failure if we stop the pursuit of knowledge there. But if we allow failure to be a
tool to inform us of a student’s needs, we
can work more successfully toward understanding concepts and mastering their
skills. With this simple shift in perspective from failure as a label to failure as a
guidepost, we can help cultivate a growth
mindset and preserve our students’, and
our own, for that matter, natural curiosity.
As with many of you, my experiences
and career took me in many different directions before placing me here. So, what
were some of the life-changing second
chances that I received?
I grew up in Stockholm, Sweden, in the
1970s and ’80s.
Living on the edge of the city, with a

large forest just a few blocks
away, I was always surrounded
by nature.
When I was a toddler, two
older ladies would pick us
neighborhood kids up, every
morning around 9 a.m. After
several hours of forest play,
they’d return us exhausted and
covered in mud. I loved it, and
the forest is, for me, a frequent – “go to”
place for recharging still. Also, spending
weekends and summers in the archipelago
helped me to appreciate the natural world.
Throughout school, however, sitting still
at a desk and concentrating for hours at a
time was challenging for me. I was a child
that needed those breaks between classes,
giving me a chance to run outside. I was
also a child who required and was graced
with many second chances in my different
types of educations, which allowed me to
mature and develop confidence.
In third grade, I visited the Royal Opera
in Stockholm to see Swan Lake. After
that, I declared that I wanted to take the
entrance exam for the ballet school; my
parents, although surprised, willingly took
me to the audition. I got accepted and
danced five days a week for about 2 1/2
hours a day. I was also told that I should
re-apply in a year or two. I was too immature for school in general at this time, and
the events that followed gave me a chance
to mature. I did re-apply and got accepted
a few years later and danced for several
additional years after.
But this is getting ahead of myself, so
let’s go back a few years in time…
In 1975, my father took a job for
United Nations in one of the Middle East
peacekeeping operations. As an unarmed
observer of the fragile peace in the area,
he moved us all to Beirut, Lebanon. I
was meant to start fourth grade in the local American school that year, but a few
weeks before the start of the fall semester,
the conflict escalated and the school was
bombed and closed. For me, this was a
chance to take a gap year.
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My parents let us roam free,
climb trees and explore the terrain even in Lebanon. These
formative years were important
because we could travel freely in
the region where it was deemed
safe. It was a history lesson for
me in different cultures, European colonization, and the horror
of war.
I got the opportunity to see many historic sites throughout the Middle East that no
longer exist today. But I also found relics
of past and ongoing wars.
Unfortunately, the peace did not last for
more than a few months. On the day we
fled, we were less than half a mile from
where the frontline of active fighting was.
Windows were shaking in the house, and
ears hurting with every large caliber shell
exploding. We drove off in the opposite
direction. We made it to Cairo, Egypt,
and spent the rest of the year there, and
had Cairo as our family gathering point
for many years even after we had started
school back in Sweden again.
One particular experience that formed
my decisions later in life was the up-close
witnessing of the remnants of battle in the
Sinai desert. I do not wish to disturb you
with the details, so I’ll simply say that I
got my first glimpse of mortality among
the marked minefields and burnt-out tanks.
I hoped that some of the poor soldiers
received their second chances at life, but
I was suddenly made aware of where the
second chances end.
Coming back to Sweden, I started in my
new music school, which was similar to
what students might have at Paideia. We
had a strong music and arts program. Chorus singing on the schedule several times
a week created a culture of belonging.
However, I was still not in the clear. During my first years in high school, I started
taking school less seriously. I skipped lots
of classes to get into mischief with friends,
and as a result, my grades suffered.
My friends had to repeat their 10-grade
year, but fortunately for me, one teacher, in

COMMUNITY
particular, got me back into the classroom
before I was doomed to the same fate.
His willingness to keep working with me
after such failure built a relationship that
encouraged me to persist, and I was able to
finish my mandatory education on time.
Two days after graduating high school,
I took the train to my mandatory military
service. It was an easy decision to sign up
for a regiment after my experiences in the
middle east. My Ranger unit was called
the Bear Hunters, and you might hear rumors of my “bear hunting” days spread by
some of my dear colleagues. Just remember, that only — some of them are true….
I spent almost three years in active service and then was brought back for monthlong training events every second year,
even after I had moved to the U.S. My
unit trained to be able to spend a month or
more with limited resources behind enemy
lines. We practiced our survival skills deep
in the Arctic mountains during these years.
Here was also where I got my first teaching experience training recruits during my
college years and many years after.
(Yes! Finally, we’re coming back around
to why I teach!)
The practice of imitation and repetition, memorization or rote learning, that
you find in dancing, the military or in
musical teaching methods developed by
Kodaly (for chorus singing) or Suzuki (for
instrument playing) do have their merits.
Explosives are very unforgiving and will
NOT offer you a second chance. But,
the one unifying benefit for these diverse
skills is the development of focus. Focus
and hands-on learning are at the heart of
research.
With my love of nature and extensive
amount of time in the mountains, I had envisioned myself as a field or “green biologist” after college but drifted quickly over
to “white biology” and medical research.
The name refers to the color of our lab
coats.
My work with biosensors to study molecular interactions brought me to the lab
continued on page 8

ALUMNI NEWS

Compiled by Sadie Burbank ’08
Director or Alumni Relations

• Ben Ku ’00 will be marrying Heath Hall on October 1. His daughter, Zhen, just
turned 2. In 2018, Ben was elected to the Board of Commissioners of Georgia̓s
largest municipal service provider, Gwinnett County, and is gearing up for his reelection campaign in 2022. He oversees an almost $2 billion budget and is using
his skills as a Paideia and Georgia Tech computer science graduate to completely
overhaul and modernize government to be more agile, accessible, and transparent to
the public.
• Julia Schiff ’06 writes that after completing her Internal Medicine residency at Emory University this June, she will be starting a second residency in Emergency Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania later this summer. Julia has greatly appreciated
the amazing support of her Paideia friends who have sent messages, PPE, video chats,
etc. during the difficult months of this global epidemic! Daniel Schiff ’07 and wife
Kaylyn Schiff (Princeton University classmate) married in 2019 with close Paideia
classmates in attendance, including groomsmen Aaron Padwa ’07, and Chris Taylor ’07. Kaylyn and Daniel are both doctoral students in Atlanta, and Daniel is in the
Georgia Tech School of Public Policy studying social and ethical implications of artificial intelligence.
• Allison Mathis Jones ’08 is currently living between Atlanta and Nishinomiya,
Japan. She has recently published her first children’s book, The Kintsugi Kid about a
beautiful ballerina whose twirling ends in a crash that leaves her feeling broken and
discouraged. A gift from her parents—trip to a foreign land—might be just what she
needs to learn to find the beauty in broken things. Stop by campus to have a read in
the elementary library or get your own copy online at Amazon or Barnes & Noble.
• Zoë Van Nostrand ’10 completed a masters in degree in sociology at Trinity College
Dublin in Ireland and returned to her family home in the Finger Lakes Region of Central New York in 2018. Since 2019 she has been doing community outreach and event
coordination for the History Center in Tompkins County, a local history research library and museum located in downtown Ithaca. In that role she’s been able to explore
and highlight the rich and diverse history of the community, and has been having a
lot of fun learning about local characters and building on local understanding of the
indigenous history of the region. If anyone visits the Finger Lakes wine trail, tours
Cornell University or Ithaca College, please reach out, she’d love to show some fellow Paideians around!

Alumni Spotlight
See you at Manuel’s Tavern on Sunday, Dec. 26, 8-10

		
p.m. for the annual holiday reunion. Join your fellow
.alums in reminiscing on all things Paideia with food,

drinks, prizes and more! If you would like to volunteer,
email alumni@paideiaschool.org. Masks are required.

Alumni Affinity Groups Program launches this year aimed at creating opportunities for
alums from all over the country to advance networking opportunities, plan events and implement diversity initiatives. In helping meet the needs of Paideia’s 400+ Black alumni,
we are excited to announce the Black Alumni Organization (BAO) as our first alumni
affinity group. The BAO is looking for enthusiastic volunteers to join as members or
leaders. If you are interested in learning more or getting involved, please email alumni@
paideiaschool.org.
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Why I Teach
continued from page 7

for graduate school work at the Nobel
Institute in Stockholm. I had matured and
was ready to learn.
While pursuing my own research career,
I mentored and taught both medical and
graduate students in the lab and lecture
halls. But when I arrived at Emory more
and more of my teaching was now very
hands on. I thrived with my teaching in
the laboratory but did not like lecturing to
large audiences.
The Winship Cancer Institute outreach
program at Emory invited several high
school students to my lab to participate
in practical science. Their curiosity and
sense of wonder inspired me to consider
classroom teaching for the first time. By
that time in my career, research had turned
me mostly into a lab manager and a writer.
However, these students’ energy and openness to learning sparked my curiosity. I
remember thinking if there was a better
alternative to the 70-hour work weeks and

stress of paper and grant writing that kept
me away from my family?
As if in answer to my question, a position perfectly suited to my education and
strengths opened up here at Paideia. The
school welcomed me with all of my quirky
interests. Clubs like Beekeeping and
classes like Sheep to Shawl allowed me
to bring my passion for nature and farming into the classroom. Most importantly,
though, Paideia welcomed my family and
gave me more time with my girls. My oldest daughter, Karolina graduated in 2018,
and Johanna will be class of 2024. I even
got a second chance at love when Tania
introduced me to my now second wife,
Ashe, who’s Paideia class of ’99. Our
4-year-old son Leo fancied himself the
mascot of every Paideia family event—
until last year when everything shut down.
And here we are today. About to step
back into our classrooms for another yearyet again one unlike any other. Over the
last 18 months, we’ve all dealt with countless unimaginable challenges, decisions,
and stresses. We’ve gained skills in our
problem solving, and we’ve learned more

about our students, our community, and
ourselves.
Now, as we return to face full classes
of students, we also face one more second
chance.
I would not meet the needs of the students if I didn’t examine my own failures
and consistently adjust my methods to
yield their greatest understanding. There is
great satisfaction in seeing one’s students
thrive when we put the effort in to improve
our lessons and learning environment. For
the last 14 years, Paideia has trusted me
to learn from my mistakes. (I don’t even
make the “Frack up list hall of fame” that
often anymore!)
The school extends that same trust to
my students and colleagues that the next
time, we’ll get things right. It’s that growth
mindset that keeps me engaged and excited. It’s the opportunity to explore, create,
and commune in the wonders of science
that keeps me enthusiastic about new lesson plans and short-term curricula.
I’m in the business of infinite second
chances—for my students, myself, and my
school—and that’s why I teach.

